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Represents theoretical concepts in a short and accessible style. Emphasizes Modern Theory Applications Uses Numerous Figures to help convey ideas provides more detailed information and intuition for definitions and evidence Challenging readers with extensive exercises at different levels of difficulty at the end of each chapter includes additional practice
and tests understanding important concepts with Gradiance, online homework and tutorial system. Please note, Gradiance is no longer available with this book. All the stuff you need to teach your courses. Discover the learning material Introduction to the theory of machines, languages and calculations I prepared a course on the theory of machines (end
machines, context of free grammar, decisive and insoluble), and it begins on April 23, 2012. You can learn more about the course on www.coursera.org/course/automata. Several other courses will begin at the same time, including Alex Aiken on compilers, Mike Genesereth's Logic course, Nick Parlante's computing for the everyman/woman, and a repeat of
ANdrew Ng's machine learning class. You can learn about each of these courses on www.coursera.org/ Gradiance contract with Pearson (Addison-Wesley and Prentice Hall) terminated and we decided to turn Gradiance into a free service. If you're an instructor who wants to use the system, start by creating an account for yourself
www.gradiance.com/services not on the Pearson website. Note: Passwords are 10 letters and numbers, at least one of each. In addition, we cannot make an account as an instructor account for the book if the same account is registered as a student for a course using the same materials. Then email your chosen login with the book you want,
support@gradiance.com We will allow you to create a class using these materials. There are guides to www.gradiance.com/info.html that should allow you to use the system without problems, but feel free to email support@gradiance.com if you run into difficulties. In addition, we have created eleven free omnibus classes covering databases, machines,
compilers, operating systems, Java inputs, data structures, and data mining. Students wishing to join any of these classes will find student referrals useful. NEW: Jeff Course Materials from Spring 2010 CS154. Content Table Content Index Table content for the new book. Solutions For Star Exercises Here are solutions for stellar exercises. Errata Our list is
growing! Send us a ullman fix and cs.stanford.edu and see yourself recognized on the errata sheet. Slides and lecture notes Materials below are available for use by others. Teachers can use them in their courses, upload them to their class's website, or modify them according to them. However, you have to recognize the source rather than trying to place
your own copyright on this material. Course Materials Order Information First Lecture on Thursday, 2/2/2012 in Review Module Organizer: Torsten Altenkirch Teachers: Lawrence Day, Bas van Gijzel Sillabus: G52MAL Assessment Method: Invisible 2-Hour Written Examination (75%) Coursework (25%) Literature: Torsten Altenkirch and Henrik Nilsson,
Machines and Their Languages: Lectures by John E. Hopcroft, Rajiv Motwani and Jeffrey D. Ullman, Introduction to The Theory of Machines, Languages and Computing, 3rd Edition (HMU06) by Neil Sculthorpe (changed by Torsten Altenkirch) Machines and Their Languages: Electronic Slides Lectures (ELS12) 9:00-10:00, , 14:00-15:00, B52, Business
School South Coursework: One set of exercises per week for 8 weeks. The top 5 solutions will count. Literature Lecture Notes Set (AN07) (PDF), originally developed by Torsten Altenkirch and then updated and adapted, supports lectures, along with electronic lecture slides (ELS12) for some lectures. Please note that you should not expect these notes to be
a complete or even self-recording of everything that is said and discussed during the lectures. Attending lectures is a must. In 2006, the third edition of The Introduction to The Theory of Automation, Languages and Computing (HMU06) by John E. Hopcroft, Rajiv Motwani and Jeffrey D. Ullman is the main benchmark for the course. Please note that this book
is very different from the classic first edition of 1979 (see below). Check with the book's web pages for additional supporting materials, including additional auto-correction exercises online and errata. You can check prices and stock level at Blackwell's local branch by following this link. The second edition of the 2001 introduction to the theory of automation,
languages and calculations HMU01 by John E. Hopcroft, Rajeev Motwani and Jeffrey D. Ullman is essentially the same as the third edition, and serves just as well for this module. Note, however, that the link on the page below is for the 3rd edition. The library has several copies of this book. The first edition of the 1979 introduction to the theory of
automation, languages and computing (HU79) by John E. Hopcroft and Jeffrey D. Ullman is very thorough and classic in this area. However, this is much more complicated than the second and third editions, focused more on graduate students. Nowadays it is also somewhat difficult to get hold of. Compilers are an important application for most of the
material covered by the course. If you're interested, you can take a look at the material for the G52CMP compilers module, or you can view a book on the topic such as compilers: Principles, Techniques and Tools known as the Dragon Book (see below). The first edition of compilers: Principles, Techniques and Tools (AsU86) (The Dragon Book) Aho, Sethi
and Ullman is a classic in the field of compilers. It is sometimes referred to as the Red Dragon Book to distinguish it from the second edition. Second edition The principles, methods and tools of ALSU06 by Aho, Lama, Sethi and Ullman look a little more accessible than the original, and have been updated in many ways, although I have not had a chance to
study it in detail. It is sometimes called the Purple Dragon Book to distinguish it from the first edition (although keep in mind that the cover of an international edition does not have a dragon, alas). If you need to brush up on your Haskell knowledge, I recommend programming in Haskell (Hut07) by our own Professor Hutton. The library should have many
copies, as does the local bookstore. Lectures Review Lectures below is preliminary. On some topics, we may progress more slowly or faster than planned. If so, any reference to the lecture numbers will always refer to the content listed below, regardless of the date of the lecture. In addition, some topics may change a bit, especially towards the end. Copies
of slides, major snippets of code or any other electronic material used during lectures can be found here. Lecture Date Reading Content 1 February 2 Administrative Details and Introduction No. 07, page 2-5; HMU06, page 1-5 2 February 3 Alphabets, Words and Languages (AN07, p. 6; HMU06, page 28-33 3 February 9 Detherministic Ultimate Automaton
(DFAs) (AN07, p. 7-8; HMU06, page 45-52 4 February 10 Non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFAs) (AN07, page 9-11; HMU06, page 55-59 5 February 16 equivalence between NFAs and DFAs (AN07, p. 11-13; HMU06, page 60-71 6 February 17 Regular Expressions (REs) (AN07, page 13-17; HMU06, page 85-91, 115-118 7 February 23 REs and Finite
Automata (AN07, p. 17-25) 8 February 24 Finite Automata Minimisation (AN07, p. 25-29; HMU06, page 155-165 9 March 1 Proving languages should not be regular (AN07, p. 29-31; HMU06, page 127-131 10 March 2 Pushdown Automata (PDAs) (AN07, p. 37-39; HMU06, page 225-229 11 March 8 CPC Language (AN07, page 39-41; HMU06, page 230-
236 12 March 9 Without Contextual Grammar (CFG) (AN07, page 32; HMU06, page 171-175, 193-205 13 March 15 CFG Language (AN07, page 33-35; HMU06, page 175-181 14 March 16 PDA Equivalence and CFGs (AN07, p. 41-43; HMU06, page 237-246, 252-258 15 March 22 Context-Sensitive Grammar (AN07, p. 53-54) 16 March 23 Turing
Machines (AN07, p. 49-53; HMU06, page 324-335 17 March 29 Decide (AN07, page 54-56; HMU06, page 315-324, 377-390 18 May Tree Removal and Ambiguity (AN07, p. 35-37; HMU06, page 183-186, 207-208 19 May 2 recursive-descent Analysis AN07, page 41-43 Textbooks will be every Wednesday either 10-11 or 14-15. You will be assigned a
group, but you can switch if you have a good reason. Participation in tutorials is mandatory and coursework and feedback takes place in the tutorial. Training programs begin on February 15. Lawrence's page with a textbook highlight. Course work Challenge Set should be completed weekly and delivered in person in your tutorial If you can't come to your
tutorial you can hand in hand at the school office on Thursday, but note that it is considered a late handin and carries a fine of 10%. You should also pick up your marked coursework from you tutorial and clarify the issues with your submission. Failure to address these can result in losing marks. Decisions will be made shortly after the deadline. There are
going to be 8 sets of problems: the best 5 count for a total of 25% of the module mark. Thus, you can miss three terms without any bad effect, and are unable to transfer to multiple parts of coursework due to (e.g.) short periods of illness to be processed through this mechanism, as opposed to the formal route of extenuating circumstances. However! You
should always journal mitigating circumstances along with supporting evidence if you are sick, both the duration and full impact of any disease obviously may not be known from the outset. Feedback Solutions will be provided shortly after the deadline - hence there is no late manual in the option for coursework. Marks (anonymous, sorted by student ID) will
be issued after each coursework is marked. Signs are provisional, there may be changes, and only in the interest of providing quick, individual feedback: no signs are ever final until they have been formally approved by the Board of School Examiners. Support for coursework assistance, please see the G52MAL Course Support Page, or visit the G52MAL
web forum. Some of the course exercises will be used by Haskell. If your Haskell is rusty, you can work through the following set of (unsuored) Haskell exercises first: Haskell Refresher Exercise Course Work 1, Deadline: Wednesday February 22 in your tutorial, in person. Late submissions: Thursday February 23, school office, until 5pm (10% fine).
Exercises Solutions Course Work 2, Deadline: Wednesday February 29th in your tutorial, in person. Late performances: Thursday March 1, school office, until 5pm (10% fine). Exercises Solutions Course Work 3, Deadline (extended): Wednesday March 14th in your tutorial, in person. Late performances: Thursday March 15, school office, until 5pm (10%
fine). Exercises Solutions Course Work 4, Deadline: Wednesday March 21 in your tutorial, in person. Late submissions: Thursday March 22, school office, until 5pm (10% fine). Exercises Solutions Course Work 5, Deadline: Wednesday May 3, 2012 in your tutorial, in person. Late performances: Thursday May 4, school office, until 5pm (10% fine). Exercise
Solutions Additional Work Courses 6, Deadline: Tuesday June 5 via email. Exercise Web Forum There is a school web forum for G52MAL. It is available through the School of Computer Science Intranet by clicking on the school forum on the left. Then came in system, select Learning and then G52MAL. Or follow this direct link. The forum is designed to ask
questions and discuss aspects of G52MAL, such as how It will be monitored by the G52MAL team and we will try to answer any outstanding questions quickly enough. However, anyone can contribute to the discussion and help with the answers to the questions. Indeed, in the spirit of the online forum, you are invited to do so! Of course, we ask you not to
post accurate coursework solutions! The point of coursework is that you have to end up solving the problems yourself so you know what you've learned and what you need to work harder on or ask about. This should be your first port of call when looking for course help. Exam Some basic information about the exam: The exam is 75% of the total mark. 1
mandatory question and 2 other (out of 4) questions should be answered, each worth 25% of the total mark. Coursework is not considered resit, meaning that a total of 4 questions must be answered if resitting. Past exam papers can be found by entering the Portal and looking for G52MAL in search of a library of exam papers, under the Library tab.
References to Alfred W. Aho, Ravi Sethi and Jeffrey D. Ullman. Compiled by Principles, Techniques and Tools, Addison-Wesley, 1986. (ALSU06) Alfred W. Aho, Monica S. Lam, Ravi Sethi and Jeffrey D. Ullman. Compilers - Principles, Techniques and Tools, Pearson Education, 2006. Torsten Altenkirch and Henrik Nilsson. Machines and Their Languages
(G52MAL): Lecture Notes, Autumn 2007. (ELS12) Neil Sculthorpe (changed Thorsten Altenkirch) Machines and Their Languages (G52MAL): Electronic lecture slides. (HU79) I'm NOT John E. Hopcroft and Jeffrey D. Ullman. Introduction to the theory of machine guns, languages and computing, Addison Wesley, 1979. (HMU01) John E. Hopcroft, Rajiv
Motwani and Jeffrey D. Ullman. Introduction to Machine Theory, Languages and Computing, 2nd Edition, Addison Wesley, 2001. (HMU06) John E. Hopcroft, Rajiv Motwani and Jeffrey D. Ullman. Introduction to Machine Theory, Languages and Computing, 3rd Edition, Addison Wesley, 2006. (Hut07) Graham Hutton. Programming at Haskell, Cambridge
University Press, 2007. 2007.
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